
GETTING CONNECTED WITH
INSTANT INTERNET ACCESS

SELECT,
CONNECT,
RELAX.

WIFI HIRE

EASY DEPLOYMENT,  LOW COST, FULLY MANAGED TEMPORARY 
INTERNET ACCESS WHEN YOU NEED IT

Used as either a primary connection if you have no or insufficient connectivity, 
or as resilience for your main connection. 

Providing you with highly configurable instant access to the internet, perhaps 
in an area where you have a lack of comms availability or short term occupation, 
or even during business continuity conditions, the Portable access WiFi unit 
(PaW) can provide the connectivity you need. 

With a fully managed service, we pre-configure our PaW units to match your 
requirements and ship direct to you. With no engineer required to attend, you 
only need to plug in and turn on. 

We offer a range of solutions which include basic WiFi, wired connectivity, dual 
networks for extra resilience and aggregated bandwidth for larger numbers and 
a demand for specific bandwidth.

Our PaW units operate over available 4G networks and can be combined to 
create a complete meshed network for ease of use in larger floor spaces. They 
can also be used outside or where no power is available, using our battery 
backed PaW units.

THROUGHOUT ANY HIRE PERIOD WE REMOTELY MONITOR AND SUPPORT OUR 
HARDWARE LEAVING YOU TO FOCUS WITHOUT WORRYING ABOUT CONNECTIVITY

Remote reconfiguration by our team is simple and quick if you want to 
re-deploy or make changes during use.

With comprehensive usage data available, scheduled daily or post completion 
reports can be provided to ensure you are fully informed on how your  
connectivity is being used.

Deep configuration capabilities including a layer 7 firewall to manage or limit 
application and URL access, helping keep you in control.  A staff network, a 
guest network and payment specific network all configured and segregated 
on a single device? Not a problem, we can ensure any complex setup request 
is made easy.

HERE,
THERE,
ANYWHERE.

020 8778 0454

ENQUIRIES@FLI-FI.CO.UK

WWW.FLI-FI.CO.UK

Quick and easy internet connectivity 
deployment

Perfect for a short term temporary solution

Simple out of the box operation

Fully managed, monitored and supported 
when in use

Compact and hand portable, using 
minimal space

Tailored data limits and hire periods 

Detailed usage reports

Rapid deployment with no engineer or 
technical skills required

Layer 7 firewall included, allowing full 
control of applications and URLs

PaWxe units provide for a single RJ45 
connection as well as WiFi

Load balancing multiple PaW connections 
where larger numbers of users are  
necessary




